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The representatives in the group for equal access are Louise Persson BA2, Anton Almgren IDI, Sara 

Eriksson, staff administrator and Rickard Åström, research engineer. The group have 8 

meetings/year and are also a part of the Environment Health Safety group (EHS) that have 9 

meetings/year, in total 17 planned meetings. In this plan we will start by describing the 

organisation, then present the goals with our work and our action plan. Finally you will find the 

follow-up from the last plan. 

  

Organisation structure 

 
At UID there is a local cooperative group meeting every month, followed by a decision meeting (where 

the rector and vice rector take decisions). The errands that are decided upon are prepared in different 

councils and groups. There is also a strategic board with external representatives that discusses the 

long term development of UID.  The appointment for these groups are made either through election or 

due to the work description, which sometimes makes it more difficult to ensure a balance between 

genders in the different groups. The gender distribution in total for all of the groups are 39 % women 

and 61 % men (for more detailed information about each group, see attachment). 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

In all the groups that have a fixed secretary, these are women and administrators. In all councils 

except for the local cooperative group and the EHS group, the chairperson is a man. The final 

decisions are made by rector and vice rector, one woman and one man. 

 

Staff at UID 
 
In November 2015 there were 38 employees at Umeå Institute of Design (20 lecturers, 1 researcher, 3 

research engineers, 4 administrators, 1 technician, 1 computer technician, 1 computer engineer, and 7 

PhD students). One of the PhD students is also employed as a lecturer, one as senior lecturer and one 

as a research assistant. One PhD student is placed and hired 100 % at the Interactive Institute. In 

addition to those 38 people one technician, two cleaning staff and one communications officer is 

rented from other units at Umeå University.  We rent them full-or part time (50 % for the 

communications officer). There’s also a guest professor hired as a consultant and two people working 

on post-doctoral scholarships at UID.  

Gender distribution in 
councils and groups

Men Women

Group/Council Women Men Total 
Strategic board 3 6  9 
LCG 3 4 7 
Decision meeting 2 1  3 
Education council 1 4 5  
Research council 2 3 5  
Collaboration council 1 3 4  
EHS-group 3 4 7 
Rectors group 2 3 5 
Leadership group 4 5 9 
Total 21 33 54 
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To increase diversity when it comes to nationalities among the staff is something we will work with as 

well as the gender balance. Important is that the group that are involved in recruiting staff consider 

questions regarding equal access. This will be done by raising the questions in the meetings in the 

recruiting group and being clear and structured about the selection process and write about it in the 

documents regarding the recruitment processes. 
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During 2014 the school has hired 66 external 

teachers as consultants who bring specific 

competence in industrial design, and related fields of 

the education. The gender distribution among these 

were as in the circle diagram to the left. To make sure 

that the students meet both male and female teachers 

is an area we need to work more with. Routines will 

be created in relation to the staff planning process so 

we can raise the questions in an early stage and 

create a more balanced distribution between men 

and women. We are looking at this now in connection 

to the staff planning process for spring 2016 (see 

action plan). 

 

The average age at UID in 2015 is 44 years 

(women 44 years and men 43 years). Among 

the teachers the average age is 48 year and the 

gender distribution is 7 women and 13 men. 

Among the administrators the average age is 

45, 100 % women and among the technicians 

and research engineers the average age is 43 

years, 100 %men. The researchers (3 persons) 

are 100 % women and the PhD students are 7 

in total, 3 men and 4 women. Analyze? 

 

Salary  

Men as a group have a bigger salary span; a higher maximum salary and a higher average, but also the 

lowest salary. This statistic doesn’t consider different categories of employment, and one explanation 

for the result is that women are working in categories where salaries are lower. In administration for 

example, there are 100 % women. But looking at categories where there are both men and women 

(lecturers for example) men have a higher minimum, average and maximum salary then women.  

 

Working and parenthood 

 

Flexible working hours are used centrally at Umeå University, which enables the possibility to be a 

parent and work. Umeå Institute of Design is positive to individual solutions as for example the 

possibility to work from home and reach the work material from home through the server, it enables 

the staff to shorten their days if necessary. UID also tries to schedule meetings between 08.30 and 

15.00 when it’s possible. 

External teachers 2014
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Students at UID 

 
There are currently 148 students at UID, 38% women and 62% men. Below you can see the gender 

distribution in total at school and within the programmes.  

 
 

 
 
 
There are more men than women studying at UID and it’s a bigger difference in the MFA-programmes 

then in the BFA-programme. In the 1-year course IDI there are 11 women and 9 men. If we compare 

this to the amount of women/men applying, this number is 40 % women and 60 % men. This indicates 

that the gender distribution among students is consistent with the amount women/men applying. A 

way of making the admission process clearer and reflect on questions of equal access, is to document 

the selection of students to the programmes. Our group will look into the possibilities of doing this. 

 
 
Below you will find the distribution of students at UID 2015/2016 divided into Swedish, EU and Non-

EU: 
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During fall 2015 there were 31 different countries represented at school: 

 

 

 

Australia 1 India 7 

Austria 1 Lithuania 3 

Brazil 5 Malaysia 1 

Bulgaria 1 Mexico 1 

Canada 3 Netherlands 3 

China 8 New Zeeland 1 

Colombia 1 Norway 1 

Denmark 3 Poland 6 

Estonia 1 Romania 1 

Finland 4 Schweiz 1 

France 5 South Korea 1 

Germany 14 Spain 3 

Great Britain 3 Sweden 59 

Greece 1 Taiwan 1 

Hungary 2 Turkiet 3 

USA 3   

 

The work with an increasing diversity among students should be taken in consideration when selecting 

students, but is also a work that should be taken in consideration in everything we do. How do we 

market the school? What do we show, and write at our web site? Where do we go for study trips, 

conferences etc.? 

 

Working and parenthood 

 

The majority of our courses are full time with a lot of scheduled activity, and the tempo is high. Having 

a job on the side is often not possible, but to help the students to plan UID publishes the schedules for 

the courses a few weeks before they start in TimeEdit. Combining parenthood and studies at UID can 

be difficult, an interview with a female student (BFA) that is a parent showed that you have to be very 

structured and use the time efficiently to be able to cope. Students also push each other to do better 

and better which can be stressful, she explained that she has to think about putting reasonable 

pressure on herself to finish the courses in time. 
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Goals for the equal access work 

 

1. A clear structure for the equal access work  

Create routines and guidelines, structure for the plan and a year overview. 

2. Increase the awareness of our group and inform about our role 

Communicate our role to students and staff. For example through school meetings, Wozzup, student 

fikas, staff meetings, e-mail etc. 

3. Work towards a wider diversity at UID 

Recruitment. Consider different aspects of diversity in recruitments, use stastitics. Think about how 

the advertisement is formulated, where it’s advertised and how/to who it’s distributed. Document the 

recruiting processes, write a section about questions of equal access. 

Project. Goal: To work in-depth with questions regarding diversity for a more norm critical way of 

thinking among the staff. The project will involve questions of gender and LGBTQ for a start, but 

develop into for example questions about ethnicity. Examples of activities: Educations and workshops 

among the staff, LGBTQ certification by RFSL. Kick-off with a lecture/workshop during spring 2016 by 

Thomas Gunnarsson (gender photographer), working with the web (pictures/text). Create a routine 

regarding how the school is representing itself when it comes to big presentations, media contacts, the 

web etc. We are currently looking at alternatives to finance this project.  

Work descriptions. What do we do and how can we all develop? Work descriptions is a good base for 

enabling competence development. Existing work descriptions must be updated. 
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Action plan, 2015-2016 

During spring 2016 we will update the documents regarding the area; year overview and guideline 

in case of unequal treatment. We will also gather the documents, with documents from Umeå 

University, at the web page for UID so it’s easy for staff and students to reach them. In one of our 

meetings we discussed who to bring to UID for a lecture. The student representatives had 

suggestions, Rickard has contacts at UCGS (Umeå Centre for Gender Studies) and Sara has been 

talking to the “gender photographer” Tomas Gunnarsson. He is interested in coming during the 

spring. This is one or two single events, but in the future we will work for integrating those questions 

in the educations, one way is to work with the project described on page 8.  

The information about external teachers is gathered in the yearly staff plan, right now the plan for 

spring 2016 is gone through. Gender balance among external teachers will be considered before 

approving the plan and documentation and a follow-up will be done every year. 

Rickard will put together a brochure from information we have got from Umeå University in 

questions regarding equal access. This will be handed out and a notice will be put in Wozzop. The 

students have put together a form for the students to get more information about the status of the 

school regarding those questions. The staff will do the same during autumn 2016. 
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Activity Resource/responsible When? 

Update documents  Group for equal access/Sara Eriksson Spring 2016 

Create web page  Group for equal access Spring 2016 

Lecture/workshop  Group for equal access Spring 2016 

Analyze requested external teachers Group for equal access/Sara Eriksson December 2015 

Create a brochure  Group for equal access/Rickard Åström Spring 2016 

Form for students Group for equal access/student 

representatives 

December 2015 

Form for staff Group for equal access/staff representatives Autumn 2016 

Information about harassment Rector and vice rector, Johan and Maria December 2, 2015 

Project, norm criticism Equal access group/staff representative Sara 

Eriksson 

Start during spring 2016 

Documentation of equal access 

questions 

Staff administrator Sara Eriksson When recruiting staff and students, 

ongoing 

Update existing work descriptions Sara Eriksson, staff administrator Spring 2016 
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Follow-up, previous plan 

In the plan for 2014-2015 one of our main goals was to increase the awareness of our group and 

questions of equal access. That work started with a lecture during fall 2014 by Stina Niilmaa 

Wickström; “To be one of them - a lecture on preconceptions and gender in design”.  In the beginning 

of fall 2015 the equal access group presented ourselves at the Wozzop meeting (and in the magazine). 

We have also started to also e-mail notes from our meetings to students and staff which can be found 

at the web page of Umeå Institute of Design (UID). 

 

During 2013 a document with comments regarding work environment related problems was handed in 

to the EHS-group (Environment, Health, and Security) by a staff member that had been contacted by 

the students. The information that the equal access group got then was that the students didn’t know 

where to turn in those errands. Another goal in the last plan was therefore to create a clearer 

structure for the processes in the group. We created the document ”Guidelines in cases of 

unequal treatment” where steps on what to do and who to talk to in case of unequal treatment are 

explained. During autumn 2015 a harassment errand was handed in to the group. It came to our notice 

through a student representative and the group followed the guideline of the school.  There have been 

individual talks with people involved, rector and vice rector will also talk about those questions on the 

next school meeting in December 2.  

 

The group has also created a “year overview” in April 2014 for a clearer work process structure. When 

it comes to gender balance in the group external teachers the programme directors and course 

responsibles are informed about the importance of reflecting on questions of diversity when picking 

external teachers. See action plan for future work regarding the gender balance in the group external 

teachers. 
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Activity Resource/responsible What’s done and when? 

Guideline in case of unequal 

treatment 

Group for equal access/ Sara Eriksson The guideline was created in 

2013/2014 and decided upon on the 

decision meeting January 2014 

Year-overview Group for equal access Created in April 2014, student and 

staff representatives 

Lecture for staff and students  Group for equal access/ Peter Lundholm, 

former staff representative  

Wednesday lecture, Stina Nilimaa 

Wickström: “To be one of them - a 

lecture on preconceptions and gender 

in design”. October 2014 

Presentation at the Wozzop meeting 

and in the magazine 

Group for equal access Presentation Monday, October 12 2015 

Information about harassment Rector and vice rector, Johan Redström and 

Maria Göransdotter 

December 2, 2015 

Participation in a conference in 

Stockholm, “Queer culture”, arranged 

by the Swedish arts council  

Group for equal access/Sara Eriksson Presentation at the staff meeting 

December 16 2015, “Out and about”. 

Participation in the conference 

“Genuspepp” at Sliperiet 

Group for equal access/Sara Eriksson 

Programme director BFA/Per Sihlén 

Presentation at the staff meeting, 

December 16 2015. 

Gender balance, external teachers Group for equal access/Sara Eriksson The programme directors and course 

responsible are informed about the 

importance of thinking about the gender 

balance when picking external teachers. 

See action plan for future work. 

 

 

 
 
 
 


